An adaptive approach for heartbeat detection based on S-transform in seismocardiograms.
This study presents a new technique which allows identification of individual heartbeats from seismocardiograms (SCG) with high accuracy. Our method is electrocardiogram (ECG) independent and designed based upon S-transform and Shannon energy. The S-transform which is a time-frequency (TF) representation first provides frequency-dependent resolution while preserving a direct relationship with Fourier spectrum. Subsequently, individual heartbeats are detected in the time domain by calculating the Shannon energy (SSE) of each obtained local spectrum and employing other techniques such as successive mean quantization transform (SMQT) and adaptive thresholding. A total of 30 recordings were analysed in this study by measuring SCG and simultaneous electrocardiogram (ECG) in supine position. The performance of the algorithm was tested using the standard ECGs obtained from each test subject. The obtained results were as follows (sensitivity, precision, and detection error rate): (98.0%, 98.4% and 0.2%). In conclusion, the results confirmed that combination of S-transform, Shannon energy, and other techniques considerably enhanced the efficiency for the heartbeat detection in seismocardiograms.